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1. Ablation Studies

Image selection vs. pixel weighting. Here we compare
our hierarchical pixel/region/image weighting method with
an intuitive baseline: to select some source images with syn-
thetic road and directly add them to our training set. Such
holistic image selection scheme is commonly adopted in
many vision tasks. Table. 1 shows that such image-level
selection is inferior in performance to our method (both
shared and multi-channel schemes with W 1 and W 19),
which benefits from adaptive and arbitrary region selection
in a soft weighting manner. Note in our image selection
baseline, we filter out most of those non-road pixels leaving
more road pixels in an image. Its variant that keeps those
non-road pixels works even worse since their distribution in
the synthetic source domain largely deviates from the target
domain. And this is the exact motivation of our adaptive
region selection method.

Pixel weighting on images vs. pixel weighting on predic-
tions In Table. 1, we compare our method with another
baseline: to set the images as the inputs of the weighting
networks, which is different from our setting that utilizes
the predictions as the input data. The experiment shows that
our setting has higher performance. The predictions are bet-
ter than images in encouraging the segmentation network
to predict the same for similarly structured regions, regard-
less of their texture difference from two data domains. This
essentially robustifies segmentation to data variance across
domains in a transfer learning framework.

⇤The first two authors contributed equally to this paper.

Method Base Backbone Setting M IoU

Swami et al. [5] FCN VGG16 Un- 37.1%
CL [8] FCN VGG16 Un- 38.1%

ROAD [1] FCN VGG16 Un- 35.9%

Baseline1* FCN VGG16 - 65.3%
+GAN FCN VGG16 Joint- 64.0%

+GAN+ImageSelect FCN VGG16 Joint- 65.4%
+GAN+W 1(Image) FCN VGG16 Joint- 67.1%

Ours with W 1 FCN VGG16 Joint- 67.6%
Ours with W 19 FCN VGG16 Joint- 68.1%

Baseline2* PSPNet ResNet50 - 76.1%
Ours with W 1 PSPNet ResNet50 Joint- 77.6%

Table 1. Experimental results of transfer learning using GTAV and
CITYSCAPES (GTAV + CITYSCAPES ! CITYSCAPES). W 1

and W 19 denote our shared and multi-channel weighting schemes,
respectively. * denotes the model is trained on CITYSCAPES
dataset only, without any source datasets.

2. Stronger Baseline

We replace FCN with the more recent segmentation net-
work PSPNet (using ResNet50 backbone). Table. 1 shows
that our method still outperforms the baseline and achieves
state-of-the-art performance, which verifies the efficacy of
our method.

3. More Visualizations

Fig. 1 provides more of our segmentation results on the
target, real-world dataset CITYSCAPES [2]. One observa-
tion from the results is that our method can better preserve
the object boundaries and details. We attribute this to our
hierarchical weighting networks that can distill useful infor-
mation from source domain to enrich the modelling ability
for detailed textures.



Figure 1. Segmentation results on CITYSCAPES dataset. Note how our full model with W 19 can preserve object details and boundaries.

4. Network Architecture

Our backbone network for segmentation is FCN [4] +
VGG16 [6] and PSPNet [7] + ResNet50 [3]. The detailed
architectures of hierarchical weighting networks (W 1

p , W 1
r ,

W 1
i , and W 19

p , W 19
r , W 19

i ), generator G, and discriminator
D are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. The detailed architectures of our hierarchical weighting networks, including the pixel- (W 1
p ), region- (W 1

r ), and image-level
(W 1

i ) weighting networks under shared scheme, and pixel- (W 19
p ), region- (W 19

r ), and image-level (W 19
i ) weighting networks under

multi-channel weighting scheme, as well as the generator G and the discriminator D networks.
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